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 James Kay
     Attorney, IRS Agent, D'ttga SpiderDragon

PUBLIC

	James Kay walks in just after you sit.  He is a scholarly looking man in a brown herringbone 
tweed jacket and tan twill pants.  He has the look of an accountant or tax attorney.  He stands 5'10" 
tall and speaks in a firm voice, apologizing for being late.  The light catches him in such a way as 
he comes toward you that you can't see his shadow. 

	James looks familiar, quiet and competent.  His voice is a smooth baritone that carries well 
even in the softest tones.  He walks lightly with a slight limp. (10)

PRIVATE 

	Meet James Kay, IRS agent, dragon.  James is a thoughtful and methodical man of mature 
years.  While he looks to be a healthy 25 in appearance and carries himself like a graceful 40, James 
is actually several hundred years old.

	James is unique in that random genetic factors have caused him to inherit almost 95% pure 
Dtagga gene patterns with the resulting Dtagga form immortality (more below).

Characteristics

STR  36        
CON  27        
SIZ  13        
INT  29 
POW  32 
DEX  16
CHA  20
APP  14
EDU  18   Luck:  16, Patron, the Saffron
ACTION RANKS 16/6  
Hit Points 37

	James Kay contains what is left of the entity who was the  cross-racial Dtagga 
shapechanger/chaos master Splintered Storms.  He may well be the only surviving Dtagga in the 
human occupied sphere.  He lurked as a mystical heritage until the chaos was unleashed and his life 
force merged with a far descendent of his (the Dtagga ambassadorial staff had many children as the 
result of local liaisons.  Ten percent of all humans have some Dtagga heritage).  

	The Dtagga were extremely exo-fertile, their formchanging and shapechanging heritage 
extending to the genetic coding level and being transfered as a genetic recessive until it reached a 
level in excess of 90%.

	At 90% a Dtagga cross-breed could (but not necessarily would) bear pure Dtagga children.  
At 95%, Dtagga form immortality became possible (though not necessary).  There is no state 
between 95% and 100% pure Dtagga, the last five % being purged from the genetic history rather 
than being transmitted as either recessives or dominant features.

	As to the mystical heritage, the length of the Teynd binding (hundreds of thousands of years 
instead of the decades expected) leached all of the will and vitality from Splintered Storms and left 
only the form and power.  As a result, James Kay, the descendent who had the life force of 
Splintered Storms fall upon him, survived the merger and assimilated Splintered Storms memories 
and abilities, rebinding his demons rather than being consumed by Splintered Storms mind and will.  

	James is unique in that he has lived multiple lives over the past five hundred years.  He was 
unaware of any, save the his current life, until his Dtagga heritage surfaced.  Prior to that he would 
be born, live, age and die and then his essential elements would be reborn anew through the power 
of his shapeshifting blood.  This is the so-called form immortality of the Dtagga which renews them 
and makes them able to overcome death unless slain and burned.

	Dtagga form immortality is known to others only by the rumor of fragmented half-twisted 
memories of legends.

	James now will take his memories through death and re-birth and can enhance his re-birth 
and re-growth time to a matter of 3d6 months from "death" to full size reformation.

	He has the following chaos shapings that serve him.  (cf STORMBRINGER for the demon 
rules).

Demon of Combat/Armor

STR   1
CON  50   50 points of armor (50 kinetic, 0 radiation, 0 electric)
SIZ  13   Cover a siz 13 person
INT   1   Unintelligent
POW   4   Resist penetration/damage to self with POW 4
DEX   1   
CHA  31

	This demon appears as an aura of holy fire suffusing from Kay whenever he is attacked.  The 
fire is shot through with leaven bolts with brillance equal to the force of the attacks.  The armor is 
unintelligent and can only be bound to protect one person.  It has no weight for encumbrance or 
lifting purposes.  Only James could remove it and then only by the use of specialized magical rituals.  
James thinks of it as part of himself and is not currently aware that it can be removed.


Demon of Transport/Wings

STR  13   Move up to 65 mph
CON  20   Travel up to 20 hours without stopping
SIZ  13   Carry up to 13 size points
INT   1
POW  13   Resists with POW 13
DEX   1   
CHA  25   

	These are James Kay's wings in dragon form, and form a butterfly wing tracery when they 
manifest.  They are otherwise immaterial and inchoate.


Demon of Knowledge/Rolex Watch

STR   1
CON  32
SIZ   3
INT  55   55% chance to know answers about STORMBRINGER subjects.
POW   8   Overcomes warded knowledge with POW 8
DEX   1
CHA  61 
	This demon appears as a 12 carat black diamond set into a Rolex President Watch.  It has a 
55% chance of knowing demon related information, 27.5% chance of knowing virtue related 
information and a 14% chance of knowing general knowledge.  6% with sciences.  It also retains 
110% of whatever James hears while wearing it.


Demon of Combat/Mjat Snake

STR  50   5d6 damage when spitting leaven (kinetic damage)
CON   3   3 hit points
SIZ   3   range up to 12 meters when spitting fire
INT   5   semi-intelligent
POW   8   POW of 8 when attacking resisting targets
DEX  16   4% bonus to hit
CHA  11   

	This demon appears attacks by spitting lightening.  It takes the form of a translucent metal 
scale neck bracer.  It sits low on the neck and does not show when worn with any formal wear.  

	Most of those who have a chance to see it fail to notice it.  Those who do notice, think only 
that James has unusual tastes in jewelry.  He wears it below his collar and usually hidden beneath 
both collar and neck tie.


Demon of Defense/clothing

STR  10   Resists stretching and has a carrying capacity
CON  20   20 points of armor (20 kinetic, 0 radiation, 0 electric)
SIZ  26   Cover a siz 13 person twice
INT  12   Shapechanging
POW  24   Resist penetration/damage to self with POW 24
DEX  21   Able to achieve perfect fit
CHA  31   Extremely attractive  15.5 can be added to wearers CHA

	This demon appears as a suit of clothes, usually James favorite suit.  Owning this demon 
allows James incredible flexibility in his apparel and accoutrements at a moments notice and without 
the need to carry luggage or expend money.

	The demon becomes inchoate when James shifts shape (though it can be seen as 
polychromatic bands about the spider demon form to any with the proper training or mystic sight).

	In addition to the chaos shapings, James carries bound elementals, extracts for summoning 
and binding chaos, and various miscellaneous and useful items.


In leatherbound personal brief:

Zenith 80486 40Mhz laptop computer.

7 Earth Elementals Bound to Gold Rings 
6 Fire Elemental Bound to Ruby Rings 4 Air Elementals Bound to Topaz Hoops 
4 Water Elementals Bound to Silver Posts 


Demon Weapon 
	Usually kept in the form of a discus in the brief.  It can instantly become a sword or any of 
eleven other forms chosen beforehand by John.  Common forms include cesti (claw sheaths), an iron 
rod, a whip and a hand and a half sword.

STR  90   9d6 damage 
CON  23   23 hit points
SIZ   3   shapechanging
INT  12   shapechanging
POW  18   POW of 18 when attacking resisting targets
DEX   8   +2% to hit when used
CHA  19   Very flashy, affects the morale of those opposing.


	And also in the brief (or in a shirt pocket) is James' shapechanging familiar (Int 18, Pow 24, 
all other requisites <120 additional points> shift by form), usually in the form of a fountain pen 
carried in the brief.  This familiar takes only mechanical forms such as lock picks, weapons, 
telescopes, etc.

SKILLS:
Tax Law 145%
Legal Research 250%

All sorcery skills at 150%

3 spells at 150% chance to cast successfully:

	Word of power:  lightening strike (6pts/6d3 damage)
	Word of power:  fear (POW vs POW or flee)
	Word of power:  forgetting (POW vs INT or forget)

Herb Lore at 150%
Sting at 145%
Rod at 105%
Bite at 95%
Claw at 85%
Whip at 65%
Poison at 65%
Ride Horse at 50%
1½ Sword at 50%
Climb at 50%
Move Silent at 50%
Hide at 50%
Pick Lock at 50%


Character Notes

	James Kay is a well known science fiction fan, invaluable at conventions and a willing help.  
He has contacts the world over and is well liked and easy to know.  He is also a man with the 
memories of a ruling spider dragon, able to spit lightning as a word of power, capable of 
shapechanging, and charged with supernatural vitality.  

	He often works with John Storm as the IRS has placed him on special assignment with the 
NRT.
 Spider Dragon Form

	In this form he has the same requisites, which is true of all his forms.  This is also the form 
he will display to certain types of mystic sight.  As a spider dragon, John looks like 12' of an eight 
limbed coiled body dragon with butterfly wings and a halo of fire shot through with lightning.  
Armed with foot long teeth (+3d6 attacks) and a stinger (for 12d6 acid poison), he is fearsome. (Bite 
95%/sting 145%)

	His body is 9" x 5", scaled, and 12' long.  The head is snake-like, the limbs are double jointed, clawed and about 3½' long each.  The wings cover between 12' and 9' to either side and are 
in the same hues as the scales.  (The colors vary at John's moods and his desires).

	The player who is assigned James Kay will not play James but will instead play one of his 
shaper shadows.  James does not have the time to devote to the character's pursuits (he has national 
assignments and concerns) but he will magically cast a shadow against the player-character.  

	The resulting being will be an expression of chaos, reflecting a composite of the player 
character and James, though at reduced power, and will be empathically linked with the player's 
avatar character.  It can gain independent existence through the accumulation of sufficient will.  As 
it becomes independent, James will regain his own shadow.  Until then, James will be shadowless. 

	Shadow creation is one trans-species method of species propagation generally unique to the 
Dtagga.  The results of shadow casting are highly variable and often temporary and were never 
properly understood by non-Dtagga.

	James's patron, the Saffron, is the patron of Splintered Storms.  John and the Saffron are not 
currently in contact, nor is John privey to the Saffron's mysteries, rites or methods.  That knowledge 
was sealed to Splintered Storm's true self and went with him when his soul passed beyond.  James 
will need to decide if he desires any further contact with a Dtagga racial entity such as the Saffron.

